It is usually impossible to exactly solve the hard optimization problems. One is thus directed to iterative algorithms. In implementation of these iterative algorithms, some common characteristics can be observed, which can be generalized in an object-oriented framework. This can significantly reduce the time needed for implementation of an iterative algorithm.
Introduction
When developing any kind of system with the purpose to solve some optimization problems, one -representation of results
---preservation of intermediate results
The first issue can be handled easily. With the use of modern object-oriented programming languages, it is simple to define data structures that preserve the results of the calculation in appropriate form. But, this straightforward concept can be further improved. It is easy to define structures that represent not only the final solution, but also hold information on intermediate solutions which algorithm produced. Accordingly, the algorithm progress towards the final solution can be analyzed as well.
The second issue appears when calculations that need to be performed to reach solution are time consuming. It is not user-fnendly to leave a blank screen in front of the user until the very moment when the calculation is done. So, it is necessary to find a way to periodically refresh screen with current solution to the problem. The third issue is related to the fact that sometimes it is extremely convenient to limit the duration of the algorithm. The number of iterations could be the stop criterion, but the total execution time is more natural.
Preservation of intermediate results is related to the representation of results and the tracking of the algorithm's progress. Its implementation depends on solutions to those two problems. When defining the representation of results, we implement the data structures that keep the intermediate results. But, besides the definition of the structure composition, it is necessary to define when will the intermediate results be saved.
The formal definition of an iterative optimization algorithm is now presented. In t h s work the iterative optimization algorithm is defined as any algorithm that can be stated by the following pseudocode:
is confronted with the following common issues:
tracking of the algorithm progress implementation of stop criteria to limit the algorithm duration g e n e r a t e i n i t i a l s o l u t i o n do w h i l e c o n d i t i o n i s s a t i s f i e d e n d -improve s o l u t i o n u s i n g i t e r a t i v e s t e p -OptContResult -maplterToFuncValue : map<-Typevalue. -TypeSol> +AddValue (in IterNum : long. in FuncValue : -Typevalue) One iteration of the algorithm can be a step of arbitrary complexity, as long as calculation in the it'' iteration depends only on the results obtained in the (i-I) 'I' iteration. Condition for the termination of the calculation can be either reaching some predefined number of iterations, reaching solution of a given quality, or elapsed time. 
The classes for representation of the results
Whenever we are confronted with a problem of optimization, whether it is a traveling salesman problem, quadratic assignment problem, or simply the problem of finding the maximum of some function, there is always (1) a goal function to optimize, (2) the value of the goal function and (3) In correspondence with declaration of the optimization function, it is immediately obvious that the classes that will be used to hold the representation of our problems will have to be parameterized. Two parameters will be involved: first one that will define the type of the value of the function (which will usually be a floating point number,float or double in C++ and C), and the second one to define the type of the solution.
We can define a general class OptimizationResult, which can be used to represent the result of any kind of optimization problems. Except for the defined member variables, it is necessary to add a few more members to satisfy the canonical form [3] that enables the usage of declared class a1 pari with any predefined type in C++ (required members include constructor, destructor, copy constructor). Since this class represents the result of an iterative algorithm, two more members are added: one to represent the total number of iterations, and one to represent the total calculation time in milliseconds.
As mentioned in the introduction, sometimes it is convenient to have the possibility of recording some (or all) solutions that the iterative algorithm has achieved on its way to the final solution. This can be useful to analyze the progress of the algorithm, or to observe how the modification of algorithm parameters affects the algorithm performance. A class with capability of saving such results would have to enclose some lund of container where those results could be stored. For this purpose, a group of classes defined in Standard Ternplate library (STL), which is the part of standard C++, can be very useful. Since we are interested in retrieving the data by some key (in our case it is the ordinal number of iteration for which we have saved the solution), the parameterized class mapcclass Key, class T> is perfectly suited. Here Key represents the type of the key used for retrieving the data, and T is the type of data to be saved in the container, So, we can define the class OptContResult (also parameterized in concordance with type of optimization problem), which inherits the class saves the associated solution. Distinction between these two classes is necessary because sometimes we are interested only in goal function values, because the preservation of the solutions often comes at extra cost in memory space. The hierarchy of these classes is shown in Fig. 1. 
The classes for encapsulation of the iterative algorithm
interface that such an algorithm must satisfy:
Since we have given the definition of an iterative algorithm, we can immediately write an But, encapsulation of this kind is meaningless, unless it facilitates the implementation of issues mentioned in the introduction: the termination of optimization, display of the current solution and preservation of intermediate results.
The termination of optimization
The length of iterative calculation is commonly expressed with the number of iterations to perform. However, sometimes it is more convenient to have the possibility of defining the maximum duration of the calculation. Also, sometimes it is necessary that the calculation executes until some desired solution is found. This can be commonly solved by writing the separate control routines for different versions of duration control. The object-oriented paradigm offers another solution. We can define different objects that will handle different ways of control of the algorithm. What is even more important, all of these objects will have the same interface, which means that with the use of Such an interface is shown in Fig.3 . All objects that define their own criteria for termination will have to implement this interface. At the beginning of the optimization, the object must receive the message Start() in order to perform the necessary initializations. The function Nextstep() is called after each iteration so that the object can adjust its state to the performed calculation, e.g. increase iteration number, refresh current time, or remember current solution (the argument void *pData is necessary I polymorphism we can handle all of them in the same way. Fig. 3 , we can define ConvergedOptTerminator object that terminates optimization when some defined objective function value has been reached (two distinct classes are defined since it provides a more elegant solution for handling minimization and maximization problems).
Defined object handles only the timing of preservation, i.e. when intermediate results will be saved. Of course, the space for these results must be allocated, which can be done in different ways:
The progress tracking
As mentioned earlier, when lengthy calculations are performed, it is necessary to periodically refresh user screen with the current solution, so that the user has some sense of progress of the calculation. Also, the opportunity to observe the advance of the algorithm in search for solution sometimes comes handy. It becomes natural that there should be several ways to determine the refreshing period: --refreshing after time interval -A simple solution, such as direct coding of all those possibilities in code, and choosing one of the options depending on the function argument, would result in repetition of the same program code. Therefore, another approach has been implemented. As in the previous paragraph, where we have defined
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an object that takes care of optimization termination, here we define an object that handles the refreshing. The interface, together with two simple obiects that imdement it. is shown in refreshing after determined number of iterations refreshing when objective function has improved for some amount 
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Fig.4.
Like in the case of IOptTerminator interface, we define objects that implement the IOptRefresher interface and provide different ways to determine the refreshing period.
IterativeOptRefresher would implement the function IsTimeToRefresh in a way that returns true each time when algorithm has performed some number of iterations. The class \ TimeOptRefresher implements IsTimeToRefresh in such a way that value true is retumed after handle intermediate results.
After defining all these interfaces, we can As an example of usage of the described class hierarchy, a method for solving the quadratic assignment problem can be given. Quadratic assignment problem is defined as n rt where A = (au) and B = (bu) are matrices of dimensions n x n, and S,, is set of all permutations of { 1,2, . . ., The tabu search algorithm works on the following principle: the best solution in the neighborhood of current solution is selected, and is chosen as the next solution. If algorithm reaches a local optimum, all solutions in neighborhood are worse that the current one. In this case the least degrading solution is chosen. To prevent from returning to the local optimum, most recently visited solutions are placed in the tabu-list of forbidden moves, which is implemented as a circular list of predefined length. When the list is full, the oldest move is taken out from the list, which makes the associated solution a candidate for selection again.
In implementation of tabu search optimization routine, solutions were first randomly generated in function Initialize(), which class TabuSearchQAPSolver inherited from interface IlterativeOptimization (see Fig. 8 The usage of the framework described in this paper significantly reduced the number of lines of code required to implement the iterative algorithm. The entire algorithm for solving the quadratic assignment problem with basic tabu-search method, with all features described in the text, was written in 135 lines of code in functions Initialize(), Perforlteration() and FindBestMoveO.
The presented example is just a fraction of the class hierarchy that was developed by the authors, where various methods of solving the exam scheduling problem at the autors's institution were implemented. Several approaches to this problem, which is a special case of quadratic assignment problems, were tested. Besides the tabu-search, the problem was solved by simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, which were successfully incorporated in the proposed framework. All algorithms were implemented in the same way, as objects implementing the described IlterativeOptimization interface. In this way we achieved the goal of separating implementation of the algorithm from program code for refreshing, saving results and control of duration of algorithm execution. Another advantage of this approach is that new objects can be added to the class hierarchy, implementing some new criteria for refreshing or optimization termination, without changing the implementation of algorithm itself, i.e., algorithm can readily use all new objects as long as they comply with the described interfaces.
Conclusion
When implementing any kind of iterative algorithms, it is always necessary to devote a certain amount of time and effort to write the program code that is not directly associated to the actual problem solving, but is common to all iterative algorithms. This code should handle the screen refreshment with the current solution, the intermediate results storage and examination of the stop criteria. This paper presents a class hierarchy, which can be used as an object-oriented framework for the solutions of the iterative problems. Utilizing the options available in object-oriented languages, it separates the class interface from the implementation. This framework defines the interfaces for the objects, which will implement their own criteria for the common issues described above.
This framework was utilized to facilitate the solution of the exam-scheduling problem at the authors's institution. This problem, which is a special case of the quadratic assignment problem, was solved by several iterative methods. Besides the tabu-search, which is described in this paper, the simulated annealing and various genetic algorithms where implemented. All methods were easily fitted into the described framework, resulting in the significant decrease of number of lines of code and simpler program maintenance.
Work is in progress to extend this framework to enable the multithreaded execution, which would greatly improve framework usability and make it useful for development of applications in domain of numerical optimization.
